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General Comment

To: The entire Labor Department

I am in total disagreement with this proposal that has the cover to reduce fees in brokerage accounts but more importantly restricts the trading of options in my IRA/401K account. I have been trading options and covered calls for years, and even though there is some level of risk, if done correctly and timely you can grow your account quite a bit. The government should not levy on the customer of a 401K account how they can use it. I have signed a agreement of understanding of the risk that is involved and I have taken full responsibility for my actions. I don't need the government to protect me from my own self and my own decisions. I have been making them for a long time and take full responsibility for them.

If you (the government/obama) continue to make idiotic decisions for the people, and you opppress them like this, there will be an internal explosion that will cause an uprising, chaos, and irreversible implications you will regret deeply. History has proven this. Pay attention!!!!!